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No Phone? No Problem!
Most alarm systems are dependent on a working

monitoring will also ensure a signal reaches our

phone line. If a system goes into alarm, the signal is

Central Station. AES Long-Range Radio monitoring

sent by phone line to Central Monitoring Station for

makes sense for a location that doesn’t have phone

action. If you’ve made changes to your phone

or internet connections, or if your circumstances

service since your security alarm system was

require a backup to phone line transmission.

installed, it’s important to know these changes can
aﬀect the proper functioning of your system.

AES Long-range Radio communication was

For example, if you’ve switched from traditional

It works by setting up a wireless network based on

landline telephone service to Internet phone service,

radio technology. Guardian owns a private radio

it’s important to discuss the ramifications of this

network. This network sends and receives radio

change with a Guardian service consultant. Your

signals between transceivers and our Central

system can be monitored through Internet

Station, so a phone line is unnecessary. Radio

monitoring. If you’ve installed DSL for Internet

monitoring is a good choice in an area where phone

usage, this can aﬀect the transmission of signals as

or cellular services aren’t available. Because it

well. A filter may be necessary. Give us a call and we

requires no cables or wiring, installation is also

can work with you to test your system and ensure

simple. Its strengths are its speed of transmission to

that nothing interrupts communication between your

the Central Station as well as its flexibility.

system and the Central Station. If you’re thinking of
canceling landline phone service, your system can

originally engineered for military operational security.

Call your Guardian Sales Consultant for more info!

still be monitored in other ways. Internet monitoring
is a reliable service, or AES Long-range Radio
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GUARDIANSECURITYSYSTEMS

No Substitute
for Local Monitoring
Perhaps you’ve seen the advertisements in the Sunday paper for an alarm
system. Perhaps you’ve seen a display at the local box store. The
advertisements sound about the same: an intrusion alarm system, maybe
even home automation, all for next-to-nothing prices. All you have to do is
decide what you need, install it yourself, monitor it yourself, and maybe even
sign a contract for three and a half years. Extra fees apply if you have an old
system to link to, or if you want extras like a phone call when your alarm is
tripped.
If you have ever heard the saying, “If it sounds too good to be true, it probably
is,” then you know what comes next. Guardian is dedicated to protecting
customers in as many ways as
possible, and that includes protecting our customers from inferior service.
The fact is, Guardian Security works hard to research and provide the very
latest in security technology and

Guardian’s Central Station is the only locally owned and operated monitoring station in
the state of Alaska, and is in continuous operation, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
equipment. We maintain local monitoring service for our customers, as well as
personal services such as patrol response and guard-work.

Anchorage
274-5275
Mat-Su Valley
376-4700

What other companies consider extra, Guardian considers part of excellent
customer service, such as free consultations, free yard signs, and more.
There isn’t any substitute for a local monitoring station. Our employees are
highly trained Alaskan friends and neighbors, familiar with the challenges of
living in our state and familiar with current security trends or threats.
Guardian Security is the cutting-edge, Alaska-grown security company, and
we appreciate your business.

Kenai Peninsula
283-5652
Fairbanks
459-5275
Statewide
1-800-478-1898
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EMERGENCY INFORMATION LIST
Subscriber Name ________________________________ Account # _______________________________
Physical Address__________________________________________________________________________
Locality or Directions ______________________________________________________________________
Phone # ____________________ Business Hours: _______________________________________________
Holiday/Vacation Schedule: _________________________________________________________________
Email address: ____________________________________________________________________________
Authorized Users – Needs to be someone who has an access code and has received training on how to operate
the system. List all authorized users for alarm system. Include anyone with access to the building and in the
order you want him or her contacted. Examples of those to list are yourself, children, employees that can
disarm the system, neighbors with keys, etc... Include a PASSWORD (up to six letters or numbers) for each
person listed. For people that need to be contacted in case of an emergency we need to have a home, work and
cell number.
Make sure to sign and date at the bottom of this form.
Add Delete Name Password HM# WK# CELL#
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!

1._____________________________________________________________________________
2._____________________________________________________________________________
3._____________________________________________________________________________
4._____________________________________________________________________________
5._____________________________________________________________________________

Special Instructions: Examples: Any pets on site, special needs, etc.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Please double check that the list is complete - list will supersede all current information.
Changes can be mailed to 2600 New Seward Hwy, Anchorage, AK 99503 or faxed to 1(907)274-3730

Refer-a-Friend
Here’s how it works:
Recommend a friend or family member to Guardian.
We will provide an informative security assessment and recommendations.
If your friend signs up for Alaska’s only locally owned security system monitoring, we will thank you
with a month of free monitoring!
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SECURITY FOR SENIORS
Seniors, or those who have an elderly loved one, can help ensure independent
living and safety with adequate security measures. Attention to a few details can
make the independent living experience more rewarding for everyone involved.
First,analyze the environment. Are doors and windows easily locked? A lock does
no good if the mechanism is too difficult to grasp. Replace mechanisms that no
longer suit.
Of course, a properly installed and functioning security alarm system is a smart
choice for everyone, including those who have reached more mature stages of life.
A monitored system provides another layer of protection, allowing Guardian to
check in by phone before going down the Emergency Contact List, and then
notifying law enforcement if necessary. The assurance of Guardian’s 24/7
monitoring for a loved one cannot be understated.

Our Central Station is staffed around the clock and is available to answer
questions about your system, testing your system, or how to schedule
service.
Consider installing motion-activated lighting over driveways, walkways, and
porches to keep travel to and from the home as safe as possible.
Video surveillance is another option for seniors and their families. Cameras can
verify the activity in every area of the house. Remote access via computer or
phone can provide another layer of care
for an elderly parent or friend.
Ensure that batteries are regularly checked and replaced in fire alarms, smoke
detectors, and carbon monoxide detectors. Verify the alarm can be heard or seen if
one of these harmful substances is detected.
With a few practical steps, living at home can be safer and more secure. Give us a
call; Guardian is ready to help you meet your security needs!
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